The concept of the Plan Development Process is based on the possibility of application of the Unified Process methodology on urban planning process. Viewed as a way of organization of planning tasks, the urban planning process may be analyzed in the area of complex process management, particularly the area of software development management which gave rise to some of the most advanced methodologies for arrangement of tasks and standards pertaining to formal methodologies for definition and implementation of program solutions. Complex process management and urban planning face problems of similar complexity. The Unified Process methodology is one of the most successful methods for the organization of software development process. Through the application of the Unified Process methodology on urban planning process, the concept of plan development was formulated, as a methodology for contemporary planning process and the corresponding meta-model as the final level of abstraction bringing together all knowledge of a given domain.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper stemmed from the research exploring the possibilities for enhancement of urban planning methodology based on the knowledge and practice of the Object Oriented (OO) Modeling and Unified Process. The urban planning process, viewed as a way of organization of planning tasks, may be analyzed in the area of complex process management, particularly the area of software development management which gave rise to some of the most advanced methodologies for arranging tasks and responsibilities and standards pertaining to formal methodologies for definition and implementation of program solutions.

Contemporary process management is based on formal methods and comprehensive modeling has recently become one of the common ones [01]. Modeling as a method is one of the most successful approaches in identification, elaboration, collection, specification and presentation of a complex structure, dynamic and behavior or certain processes which is an excellent platform for collaboration, cooperation and communication between the involved parties [04]. Object oriented methodologies are emerging and currently are dominant in the IT since they can be easily used for any problem or solution domain as well as for an arbitrary complexity level [6]. Methodologies based on object oriented paradigm provide a simple and efficient transition from the highly conceptual level down to the practical and implementation level, that is, transition from analysis (problem) domain to design and implementation (solution) domain.

One of the most prominent, well-known and detailed software development methodologies covering the overall software development cycle is Unified Process (UP). The main advantage of the Unified Process is its strong orientation toward user functional and non-functional requirements with the aim to identify, understand and present motivation and objectives of the involved parties as well as the purpose of the particular activities within the process and the purpose of the process itself [14]. The Unified Process applies iterative and incremental approach that results in incremental advancement towards targeted goals and objectives. Iterative and incremental approach facilitates constant knowledge classification and integration as well as further enrichment of it through analysis, design and re-
search, and in that way promotes and encourages knowledge dissemination and accumulation. Problems of similar level of complexity, a large number of parameters in a heterogeneous and vast setting with a complex network of inter-relations, as well as the development of new techniques and tools are features common to both complex process management and urban planning [07]. Similarities between complex process management and urban planning are revealed by a comparative analysis of problem aspects within the two fields, such as: complexity and scope of problems and the need to address them in an interdisciplinary framework [03], the need for intensive communication between actors, specification of sub-topics, importance of the implementation phase, expressing problems in a formal way, documenting of data, transfer and accumulation of knowledge.

The initial steps in the research include describing and defining of the planning process, i.e. specification of its basic elements. Elements of the urban planning process are the basis for building an integrating development platform for IT tools in urban planning and further building of standards within the process, which will enhance communication between different actors, as well as among various tools and levels of abstraction [13,15]. The expected end result in the application of the Unified Process methodology on urban planning process management is the development of a new methodological approach in urban planning, the so called Plan Development Process and Urban Planning Meta-Model accumulating all the available knowledge in this area [09].

THE CONCEPT OF THE PLAN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The concept of the Plan Development Process is founded on positive experiences of the Unified Process methodology in complex processes management [16]. In the domain of IT, the progress of software development process, that is, the creation of clear directions for the development of software run parallel with the development of appropriate tools. Converse is true in the urban planning domain. Various tools have been developed for supporting individual tasks in the planning process; however, a unified platform for the organization of the urban planning process itself is missing. Such platform would also allow for the unified application of computing tools.

A unified urban planning platform, or, in other words, the Plan Development Process, would establish planning rules, that is, define a planning methodology suited to the logic of computer supported tools [08, 15].

Plan Development Process is induced by and founded on the software development process and object-oriented methodologies [09, 20], in general, and Unified Process, in particular sense. Methodology of the Unified Process is applied on the domain of urban planning to develop a new urban planning methodology which will address all elements of the domain and establish Plan Development Process together with Planning Meta-Model serving as an urban domain knowledge base. Plan Development Process together with Planning Meta-Model can and should be later used as a universal integrative and communication platform for all planning activities. Every particular plan would be developed with the implementation of elements of the Plan Development Process and with the instantiation of meta-model artifacts. In that sense every plan would be a particular instance of the Planning Meta-Model.

Development of the Plan Development Process methodology and the corresponding meta-model is iterative and incremental process which should run in parallel. The first step toward the meta-model is standardization that includes specification of methodology elements and domain language for communication, exchange and accumulation by using a formal language and techniques, in this case, UML, BPMN etc. Development of a meta-model would be incremental and iterative, starting from simple and small models and methodology elements to be later developed into a full–fledged meta-model and powerful methodology. The Urban Planning Meta-model would be then used as a knowledge base for urban planning [17]. Process of Plan Development Process development should be driven and constrained with the implementation of contemporary quality control methods that will be integrated with the development process to ensure consolidation and inclusion of all stakeholder requirements, with significant number of stakeholders, and different currently used quality management standards.

In general, the Planning Meta-Model demonstrates the possibility for ordering the whole set of activities and the organization of the ur-
ban planning process through formal definition of who does what and when, and how certain goals are accomplished, that is, which actor is supposed to produce which artifact at a certain moment [02, 05].

ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The Unified Process identifies and specifies four phases of the software development process: Inception, Elaboration, Construction and Transition. Every phase aims to achieve a clearly specified set of goals and to produce a pre-defined set of artifacts. At the end of each particular phase a predefined set of evaluation criteria is verified and confirmed in order to decide whether to continue with the next phase or to stay in the current one. In every phase where iteration is executed, a new increment is produced and integrated with the current version, as a pre-version of the final solution, to be further developed through consequent releases and increments.

Following the principles of the Unified Process methodology, it is possible to define four groups of elements of the Plan Development Process: phases, workflows, actors and artifacts (products of planning activities). Author already presented first iteration of Plan Development process by detailed specification of first versions of phases, actors and artifacts in theirs previous papers. Consequently, this paper will give just an overview of listed element of Plan Development Process while the main focus will be on detailed presentation and specification of the first version of Plan Development Process workflows.

Phases - The Unified Process separates the phase of implementation and the phase of delivery, since it is possible to produce solutions independently, before their installation and use. Situation is somewhat different in urban planning so these activities cannot be divided into separate phases. Specifically, the concrete output of the planning process is not a tool or software which can be put to use, but rather, planned solutions which need to be continuously applied in a real setting. In software developments processes, system adjustment is performed in the delivery phase, that is, during use, while detection and correction of mistakes is a part of the final phase. On the other hand, planning process considers the problems as early as the initial phase, that is to say, starts from the demand to correct certain features of the urban environment, and consequently, in this respect, there is no delivery phase in urban planning process. Consequently, following the Unified Process logic, three phases of the planning process are suggested: inception, elaboration and implementation. More details on Plan Development Process Phases can be found at our previous work [17].

Workflows - Under the Unified Process activities are defined as a concrete set of tasks performed by actors in workflows which 1) imply clearly defined responsibilities of actors, 2) yield clearly defined results (set of artifacts) based on clearly defined input (another set of artifacts) and 3) present a working unit with firmly defined boundaries in relation to the planning project within which individuals are assigned tasks. It can also be defined as performing of operations assigned to actors [12].

Activities are mutually connected acts aimed at the development of an appropriate solution. The same activities can be repeated within different phases, and, where necessary, repeated in every phase. Activities are performed by assigned actors, following the sequence of performance of planning tasks and of the production of specific planning artifacts. Related activities within the Plan Development Process are usually called workflows. Following the Unified Process methodology, groups of related activities in the urban planning domain can be divided into the following workflows: Urban and Spatial Analysis, Requirement Analysis, Plan Formulation and Plan Execution and Revision. More detailed specification of workflows can be found below at “Starting models of the Plan Development Process – First iteration of the Planning Meta-Model – workflows and activities”.

It is important to distinguish workflows from phases. Although certain workflows are better suited to certain phases, iterative-incremental approach implies the execution of all activities and workflows within each phase (Figure 1).

Phased execution of planning process activities simplifies the process of development of planned solution through separation of smaller working units – sequences, reducing the level of problem complexity and allowing for gradual arrival at the solution.
Each phase is an independent entity with a concrete product – increment to which supplements and changes may be added as needed, contingent on the adjustments in other planning process phases. Phased execution of the planning process activities allows for a cyclical development of a planned solution, which is essential for ensuring flexibility, effectiveness, reliability, manageability and organization of dynamic processes such as the Plan Development Process.

**Actors** - In accordance with the main goal of software engineering – to deliver a software product satisfying determined business needs effectively and timely – the Unified Process defines which actor, at what time, and in what manner is to produce a specified artifact. An actor is a position in the process which can be allocated to an individual or a team, depending on responsibility and capability such as the performance of a specified activity and the development of a specified artifact [12].

Contemporary urban planning envisages broad participation of actors, i.e. stakeholders in the planning process, in line with their respective interests, capabilities, responsibilities and roles, equally in all phases of the process. Hopkins et al. recognize that participation of actors in contemporary planning process is determined by the following characteristics: interest, authority, power, right, technical capabilities, knowledge, responsibility, finances, and norms of behavior [10]. The degree to which actors participate in the planning process directly determines their respective roles relating to the use, production and management of artifacts, that is, products of the planning process. By the role in the planning process, in line with different capabilities, knowledge and understanding of the planning process, more specifically, the ability to take part in the production of planned solution, it is possible to distinguish four groups: politicians, investors, technical staff (experts) and the public [16]. More detailed analysis of the actors of the contemporary planning process is beyond the scope of this paper.

**Artifacts** - Artifacts, a term used to refer to every and any digital and non-digital “tangible” thing, are products of planning activities. Artifacts are created during the planning process as results of particular planning activities within a particular planning workflow in a particular planning phase by a particular actor as defined and specified within the Plan Development Process. Artifacts are products of the planning process, all input and output information, documents, drawings, calculation, alternatives, results or analyses, presentation of problems etc. Classification and systematization of artifacts is partially, in that sense, inducted and shaped by classification and systematization of activities and workflows. Artifacts are grouped together into models in accordance with the corresponding workflow that produces them. Consequently, every workflow has a corresponding artifacts. Every artifact is established once and then improved over a period of time in accordance with the iterative and
incremental principle within a particular workflow and phase. Although artifacts can and will be changed not only in the workflow where they belong but also in other workflows, we would propose to use this workflow-based classification and divide artifacts in the following groups:

- Urban and Spatial Analysis artifacts
- Requirement Analysis artifacts
- Plan Formulation artifacts and
- Plan Execution and Revision artifacts.

Artifacts grouped into Urban and Spatial Analysis group include a set of input information used to start the whole planning process. This is mainly information about the current urban and spatial conditions, problems and constraints, current and expected trends, available resources together with the information (artifacts) inherited from the plans from upper level of planning as particular set of guidance rules and upper level requirements and constraints.

Requirement Analysis artifacts include all that is related to the requirements, motivation and concerns of involved parties. Different background, vocation, level of involvement and similar will define the scope and nature of the requirements imposed on the process by certain actors.

Plan Formulation artifacts group includes all products of the planning process which are directly connected to the plan design and assessment and selection of alternatives, starting from initial sketches and ideas, through the development and design of various options and their assessment, to the final decision and selection of a particular alternative. Plans are particular frameworks used to identify, elaborate and present consensus about the future development of a certain aspect of a particular domain which is developed down to the sequence of actions, with required and appropriate financing scheme, to implement and manage required and agreed changes.

Execution and Revision artifacts include products created during the implementation of the previously established planned solution as well as artifacts created during the further elaboration of this solution into more specific and detailed implementation steps.

STARTING MODELS OF THE PLAN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS – FIRST ITERATION OF THE PLANNING META-MODEL – WORKFLOWS AND ACTIVITIES

Here is presented the first version of the Planning Meta-Model as part of the Plan Development Process, which is based on the Unified Process as explained above.

We have previously defined workflows and activities, as well as artifacts and actors in their first version [18, 19]. Further in the text we explain how activities are organized within a particular workflow and how particular artifacts are used and by what activity. Flow diagrams are used to present the sequence of processes and activity execution, all possible transitions between them, conditions to be checked before transitions can be executed, points of decision with all possible outcomes, points of branching of activities to parallel flows, points of joining further decomposition of processes containing other processes, usage of resources and other artifacts etc., all specified by using the latest process notation named BPMN. The presented diagrams in this sense, together with the elements presented on them and their specification will form the Plan Development Process workflow meta-model.

The workflows proposed previously are Urban and Spatial Analysis, Requirements Analysis, Plan Formulation and Execution and Revision. Accordingly, we will present five different diagrams, where the fifth one presents the overall process [18, 19].

One of the targeted and important characteristics and advantages of the Plan Development Process is incremental and iterative approach that has to be applied at every level of the proposed methodology but which is especially important to apply it at the level of the whole process. When this principle is applied, the Plan Development Process is organized as one iterative and cyclical process which includes and organizes the constituent four workflows in one complex orchestration without any actual start and stop and with several feedback transitions (Figure 2).

The presented workflow overview explains the organization and relationships between the four workflows for the overall Plan Development Process (PDP). The figure obviously presents two main aspects of PDP, that is, its linearity to advance from Urban and Spatial Analysis toward
Execution and Revision, if and when it is applicable, and its cyclical pattern to adjust the overall progress in each and every process phase, if and when it is applicable.

The presented process therefore may have a linear execution path starting from Urban and Spatial Analysis, followed by Requirement Analysis and Plan Formulation and ending with Execution and Revision. Direct path of execution, although not most likely, will hold the focus of overall activity straight and it is goal oriented. Cyclical pattern will, on the other side, facilitate and provide opportunity to adjust to the changes and insights arising during the process itself. Every feedback is endorsed with the condition (change) that will occur and triggers transition back to one of the previous workflows. After that, Urban and Spatial Analysis process will continue with Requirement Analysis, but if extension of the knowledge on any aspect of the treated urban system is needed the process will return execution back to Urban and Spatial Analysis. If in Plan Formulation one discovers that something is not specified properly in Plan Goals, the process would have to return back to Requirement Analysis to see what is missing, or if one finds that the overall solution is not acceptable, because some of the basic assumptions are wrong or similar, the process can be returned even to the Urban and Spatial Analysis. The last step is Plan Execution and Revision where the planned solution is implemented and executed in a real environment. Although this workflow contains a built-in mechanism and capabilities for adaptation during the implementation, the required changes and revision can be wider and broader then it is manageable in the Execution and Revision when several possible choices are available. When new plan options and alternatives are needed, the process will return to the Plan Formulation, if and when one of the Goals should be revised, the process will return to the Requirement Analysis and if a completely new plan is required, because required corrections are too wide and broad, the process can even return back to Urban and Spatial Analysis and in that way start a whole new cycle and new iteration.

Before we present the actual workflows, we will provide a short explanation of the three different “usage” relationships that are used on the diagrams to note how a certain process uses certain artifacts all presented below on Figure 3.

All diagrams below consist of different activities and different artifacts. Artifacts, presented on the diagram, can be created and originated in the current workflow which is presented by a dotted line, like for example between Resources and Resource Assessment on Figure 4. Artifacts may also be only used in the current workflow but their origin can be either upstream or downstream in the overall process. If an artifact is produced after the current workflow, downstream, it can be used in the current workflow either after the feedback or in the next iteration. Downstream usage of an artifact is presented by a full line like for example between Confl icts and Problem Identification on Figure 4. Upstream usage is presented by two-dot-line line like for example between Trends and Forecasting on Figure 5 below. The same notation is used on all other diagrams.

Activities in this workflow aims to identify, elaborate, specify and present the current status of the treated urban system through its important
aspects including spatial, social, economic, legislative and institutional context. Urban and Spatial Analysis should recognize and specify all basic and important problems in the treated urban system by discovering, understanding and documenting trends and assess problems and their seriousness and extent. It is also important to evaluate the overall capacity, availability and sustainability of resources i.e. capability of the area. Elements identified in this workflow are not only of urban or spatial nature.

Figure 4: Urban and Spatial Analysis

Figure 5: Requirement Analysis
Urban and Spatial Analysis contains five different activities named Information Collection, Problem Identification, Trend Identification, Resources Assessment and Plan Context, which may be executed in parallel, while the workflow ends when all of the activities are finished at least in first iteration. Information Collection tries to collect, transform, save and present all important details related to the treated urban system in the form of Urban and Spatial Conditions by using Artifacts, Conflicts, Interests, Effect and Reports, developed in either Requirement Analysis or Plan Formulation, which may happen if feedback is required or new iteration is started.

Problem Identification tries to establish the full list of problems by using also artifacts produced downstream in Requirement Analysis or Plan Formulation. Resource Assessment tries to evaluate capacity, availability and sustainability of resources i.e. capability of the area and to present this within Resources. At the end, Plan Context tries to identify and present constraints of higher plans and regulations and save this as Legal Constraints, together with requirements and constraints that are immanent to the treated urban and spatial domain.

Requirement Analysis establishes the full collection of all actors’ requirements, including citizens, experts, government representatives and institutions, investors and similar, and identifies plan constraints and issues to be addressed in the subsequent workflows and plan phases. Requirements and constraints induced by the higher level regulations and policies should be included to create the output which will be compatible with them. Follows development and determination of development directions and their reconciliation toward user requirements. At the same time are identified and registered group of conflicts of interests between different actors together with the platform for reconciliation of conflicts and establishment of mutual agreement. This includes identification and specification of relations between requirements of different actors recognizing the level of compatibility (conflicted, compatible or inert). The objective is to reconcile, exchange and assess this usually conflicted set of demands and reach a consensus acceptable for all by using techniques such as negotiation, mediation, facilitation etc., known from conflict management theory and practice, but also simulation, visualization and 3D modeling of certain aspects of the planning artifacts.

This minimal set of reconciled Actor’s requirements is first used to establish and apply planning priorities and later to promote those prioritized requirements as planning goals and objectives. Defined set of Goals is accompanied with a set of criteria used for operationalization of individual Goals and later in the scope of the last workflow for evaluation of the solution success.

Requirement Analysis contains four different activities named Interest Recognition, Conflict Resolution, Forecasting and Goal/Objective Setting, which may be executed in parallel, while the workflow ends when all the activities are finished at least in first iteration. At the end of this workflow, the planning process may continue with the next workflow, Plan Formulation, if the result of this workflow is adequate, or it may be directed back (feedback) to the Urban and Spatial Analysis if additional knowledge is required.

Recognition of Interests and Concerns establishes full and complete list of Actor’s motives and interests and may use Assessments of Alternatives produced in Plan Formulation either in the previous iteration or in this iteration, when feedback is also requested, to identify and specify interests of all actors and to map a complex network of possible conflicts between them.

Here the process recommends a reconciliation of this usually conflicted set of demands in order to reach and establish consensus acceptable for all by using Conflict Resolution activity. The analysis of the requirements and interests would promote and establish the set of Objectives/Goals accompanied by the list of Criteria and Indicators to be used later in Plan Formulation to develop and assess Alternatives and Options. At the end, Forecasting would aim to establish Scenarios, to explain possible Effects of the plan, based on the results of Urban and Spatial Analysis, by using Artifacts produced there, and on the basis of Alternatives produced in Plan Formulation.

Plan Formulation workflow (Figure 6) designs the solution capable of resolving listed set of issues, fulfill defined requirements and achieve set Goals/Objective, identified previously, in compliance with the higher level recommendations and regulations and using available resources of any kind, such as available expertise, time, financial support, technology etc. Plan Formulation workflow is used to establish planned solution with all required details through development and assessment of planning alternatives. Every alterna-
tive is actually draft developed down to the level that is adequate to understand and evaluate of particular concept and derived planned solution what is based on the result of previous workflow. Assessment of alternatives includes identification and elaboration of possible problems, related to this alternative, and uncertainty risk analysis. Selected set of alternatives are then developed further into planned solution with properly set priorities and phased implementation. Activities in this workflow are mostly conducted by experts of different kinds, and include forecasting, assessment, analysis, optimization and evaluation of different development options and alternatives.

Plan Formulation contains four different activities named Development of Options, Assessment of Options, Preferred Option Selection and Detailed Plan Specification, but the organization in this workflow is slightly different than in the previous two. The first two activities, meant to develop and assess plan Alternatives, are executed in parallel but Plan Formulation may continue only when and if both of them are finished. Only then we can select one or more preferable Alternatives indirectly or directly on the basis of previously defined Goals, Alternatives, Conflicts, Interests, Resources, Capabilities etc. Finally, this selected set of options is promoted into a full-fledged plan with detailed plan specification and detailed development of plan phases. During the development of plan details it may happen that particular Alternative needs to be redeveloped or reassess again when flow is redirected back to the part of the workflow responsible for development and assessment of Alternatives. Moreover, during the development of the detailed specification of a plan one may discover major flaws, inadequate assumptions, undeveloped or missing elements etc. and in this case one would flag an unacceptable solution and the overall process would have to be redirected back (feedback) to Urban and Spatial Analysis or, if the problem is related to the selected set of Goals, back to Requirement Analysis. If the developed solution does not trigger any of the previous actions, the overall process would continue with Execution and Revision.

Execution and Revision workflow (Figure 7) uses the previously adopted plan and the corresponding artifacts to define and prioritize the list of activities that need to be executed in the form of one or more tools or instruments of implementa-
tion. Plan implementation will also include procedures to be followed, executed and controlled during its realization. The implementation will have to include a constant monitoring of results and effects of plan execution and implementation against the predefined indicators and an assessment of plan impact on the ambient. At the end, the implementation will have to evaluate whether the revision of the plan or a tool is necessary, and whether the assessed impact is adequate or not, in which case the plan has to be revised and/or the implementation tools and instruments have to be corrected.

Execution and Revision contains four different activities named Development of Implementation Tools, Assessment of Effects, Monitoring of Implementation and Plan Adjustment, but in this orchestration the organization is slightly different than in the previous three. The first and mandatory action at the beginning of Plan Implementation and Revision is the development of Implementation Tools containing a prioritized list of activities and responsibilities, implementation procedures, legislation elements etc. Only after the Development of Implementation Tools is finished actual implementation of planned solution in real ambient may start. During this implementation two parallel processes are activated named Monitoring of Implementation, to supervise and monitor plan execution and implementation, and Assessment of Effects, to evaluate what are the effect on the urban ambient. Those processes are executed independently of each other. Any of those two activities may raise and request verification of the plan if inadequate results are perceived, in which case Plan Adjustment is activated. Even where no major flaws are triggered, the process periodically Checks Implementation status and if inadequate results are perceived Plan Adjustment is activated. If changes are not related to the plan but to the implementation tools and instruments, the process will re-develop Implementation Tools and continue with Implementation and Revision. If changes are related to the plan but are not substantial and revision may be contained within the boundaries of correction of the plan, the process will stay in Implementation and Revision and Corrected Plan will be implemented further on. Only if required and necessary changes are exceeding the boundaries of the existing plan, the process will continue with one of the previous workflows (feedback) depending on level of changes. If redevelopment of alternatives is required, the process will continue with Plan Formulation, if goals have to be redesigned and reformulated, the process will continue with Requirements Analysis and, ultimately, if changes are substantial and exceed the solution, and new plan is the only option, in which case the process will start new iteration with Urban and Spatial Analysis.
CONCLUSION

The starting models of the Plan Development Process, although presented in a simplified manner, demonstrate advantages and possible benefits from such methodological approach. Creation of small models and elements of the methodology forms a foundation for iterative advancement towards a complex, powerful and useful methodology. The first iteration of the Planning Meta-Model demonstrates the possibility for ordering the whole set of activities and the organization of the urban planning process through formal definition of who does what and when, and how certain goals are accomplished, that is, which actor is supposed to produce which artifact at a certain moment. Foundation has been laid for better quality management of the planning process through bringing in order activities of the planning team, directing team tasks and specifying types of artifacts to be produced. Through the implementation of the first iteration of the Planning Meta-Model it has been confirmed that models accurately present the components of the planning process and define the procedure for the development of the planned solution.

A visual representation of the planning process by a model, that is, the transformation of the textual format into a linked graph, is a linguistic transformation of a kind. Formal representation of the planning process by model improves the intelligibility of procedures and allows for easier communication between participants at different levels and in different domains of knowledge and skills. Formal representation of the planning procedure, or more precisely, the creation of formal methodology is a precondition for the development of standards and creation of semantic and syntactic rules, that is, the development of a universal language solving the problem of communication between various actors.

Planning process models also form a database of a kind, that is, allow for straightforward monitoring of information produced during the process of solution development. In this manner planning process model ensures recording of data, since each model in itself is a record of things done, decisions taken and choices made. Models replace paper documentation and thus simplify and upgrade exchange of information and communication, make possible continuous advancement of the content through iterations, simplify data storage and allow for incremental growth of knowledge. By crafting Plan Development Process models, with the aid of computer notations, better and more direct communication is established with IT experts, which is one of the main preconditions for the development of advanced and more effective applicative solutions to support urban planning. Further development of the planning process along with the supporting models will certainly contribute to the advancement of such cooperation, which should upgrade the level of IT support to urban planning activities.
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